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Introduction

Imaging Datasets

Brain metastases are complication associated with cancer. Stereotactic Radiosurgery, SRS, is a specialized radiation treatment
modality that focuses on small treatment volumes to spare damage to normal tissue. Patients are simulated, planned and treated
in the same day. Manually delineating multiple tumor volumes within 3D MRI images is time consuming and an arduous task
performed by specialists that include radiologists, neurologists and radiation oncologists. Automatic contouring, the radiation
oncology term, is synonymous with instance segmentation, the computer vision term. In this survey, we have reviewed and
compared six different Deep Learning solutions for solving automatic image segmentation of multiple brain metastases found in 3D
MRI images. At the time of this paper, no one technique
had been adopted for SRS and appears to be evolving with
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technological advances in computer vision. These deep learning neural networks ranged in depth from 11 layers to 101 layers. We
compared reported sensitivity and false positive rates ranged from 0.77 to 0.98 and reported dice similarity coefficients ranged
from 0.70 to 0.93. Furthermore, researchers agreed that brain metastases smaller than 0.40ml were a challenge to consistently
detect and delineate automatically. Additionally, each study independently built training data from retrospective patient chart
review, as there is no benchmark datasets available for this highly specialized radiation therapy field. As such, we also compared
the size of the brain metastases in these studies and found them to be different as they are unique to patients sampled. Data
augmentation plays an important role in the training process for this treatment site. Finally, a comparative analysis of our findings
and a proposal for further research of instance segmentation of brain metastases have been presented.

•
•

There is a need for MRI image benchmark dataset of brain
metastases available for commissioning or accepting a SRS
image segmentation workflow.
Each researcher provided their own MRI images from their
own clinical service, except in the case of [3] who also
included BRATS 2015 imaging dataset.

DNN Performance
•

Sensitivity and False Positive Rates were presented for
[1,3,4,5] to indicate classification /detection accuracies
accompanied by details of specific problems associated
with detecting small BM’s.

•

[1,5] both reported higher sensitivity, 0.98, and lower
AFPR, 0.04. Dice Similarity Coefficients, DSC, were reported
in [1,2,4.5].

•

Although researchers imply that DSC value is dependent
upon BM size, we did not find a complete study for BM
size versus DSC value. Further investigation is needed to
confirm the usefulness to optimize instance segmentation.

•
•
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Methods
The dice similarity coefficient, DSC, is used for geometric analysis,
and sensitivity and false positive rates, FPR, are used for statistical
analysis of classification function. DSC is a measure of the
similarity between two datasets, in this case, predicted mask
and ground truth contours. Sensitivity measures probability that a
positive prediction represents a positive ground truth value. FPR
measures the number of false positives compared to the total
number of negatives.

Discussion
• The percentage of the images that contain positive
instances is relatively small. This means in 28 slices of 256 x
256 MRI images, the number of positive pixels or voxels is
less than 25 percent of each image.
• For multiple lesions found in the same image(slice or
plane) there is no correlation between the spatial location
of each instance.
• One researcher [5] reported a decrease in performance
of the DNN with increasing number of lesions in the same
slice(2.5D) or plane(3D).
• The workflow order impacts the speed of training,
segment then classify or classify then segment. Which
approach is optimal for speed and performance of the
DNN?
• Details for statistics reported in each paper were not
consistent.
• It was not clear the true assessment of instance
segmentation tasks. More often than not, the results were
reported referring to pixel classification versus contouring
as a whole.
• In all of the six papers, the DNN’s implemented detection
using bounding boxes. The cost, optimization and loss
functions varied with each DNN.

Conclusion
We have identified three areas to investigate next that may help improve automatic delineation of the smaller tumors.
1. Deeper DNN’s are employed to achieve higher resolution on the MRI image. What advances in computer vision can be
leveraged to achieve higher resolution in 3D MRI images similar to the advantages of residual blocking in ResNet.
2. Mask R-CNN was implemented with ResNet101 on the backend[6]. Can RoIAlign be beneficial for DNN with less layers? MASK
R-CNN was a fix implemented by [7].
3. One researcher reported that the probability a segment is positive, contains metastatic mass, is smaller than 1:30.
4. The datasets in this paper were considerably small. We should request access to the larger datasets from [3,4,5] to conduct
independent comparisons with Mask R-CNN[7] and any future proposal we investigate.

